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A BSTRACT
Traditionally, researchers have thought that high precision weights are crucial in
a neural network in order to be able to train it using gradient descent. However,
recent research has obtained a finer understanding of the role of precision in neural network weights. High precision weights are necessary to accumulate small
changes from stochastic gradient descent, but aren’t necessary during test time
given an appropriate training procedure. However, there is a dearth of theoretical
analysis to explain why we can effectively capture the features in our data with
binary weights and activations in a neural network. Our main result is that binary
neural networks work because of the geometry of high-dimensional binary vectors. In particular, the continuous vectors that extract out features in BNNs are
well-approximated by binary vectors in the sense that dot products are approximately preserved. Compared to previous research that demonstrated the viability
of BNNs, our work explains why BNNs work in terms of the geometry of highdimensional binary vectors. Our theory serves as a foundation for understanding not only binary neural networks but networks that make use of low precision
weights and activations. Furthermore, a better understanding of multilayer binary
neural networks serves as a starting point for generalizing BNNs to other neural
network architectures such as recurrent neural networks.
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I NTRODUCTION

While neural networks have traditionally used relatively costly 32 bit floating point multiplications,
recent work by Courbariaux* et al. (2016) has shown that one can effectively train neural networks
that have binary weights and activations that have similar performance to their continous counterparts. There are two key ideas in this paper. First, associated with each binary weight, wb , is a
continuous weight, wc . These continuous weights allow us to accumulate gradients. Second, in order to compute the weight updates, we replace the non-differentiable binarize function (bin(x) = 1
if x > 0 and −1 otherwise) with a continuous one for the backward pass (Fig. 1). This work is
closely related to Rastegari et al. (2016) which also gives an algorithm for training BNNs. While
recent work has shown how to train such networks, the existence of binary neural networks needs
to be reconciled with previous work that has sought to understand weight matrices as extracting
out features in the data (e.g. Zeiler & Fergus (2014)). How do we approximate continous-valued
vector features in data with binary vectors? We show theoretically and experimentally that the solution to this problem is based on the high-dimensional geometry of binary vectors. Summary of
contributions:
1. To build our intuition, we show that binarizing a high-dimensional vector with entries originally chosen uniformly in the interval [−1, 1] changes the direction of that vector a small
amount relative to the angle between two random vectors chosen from the same distribution.
2. We show empirically that the binarization of such vectors approximately preserves angles
in the neural networks trained using the Courbariaux* et al. (2016) method.
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Figure 1: Review of the Courbariaux* et al. (2016) BNN Training Algorithm a. A binary neural
network is composed of this binary convolution transformer (green). Ovals correspond to a tensor
and the derivative of the cost with respect to that tensor and rectangles correspond to transformers
that forward and backward propagation functions. Associated with each binary weight, wb , there
is a continuous weight, wc , that is used to accumulate gradients. b. Each binarize transformer has
a forward function and a backward function. The forward function simply binarizes the inputs. In
the backward propagation step, we compute the derivative of the cost with respect to the input in
terms of the Jacobian of the forward function and the derivative of the cost with respect to the output
(δu ≡ dC/du where C is the cost function used to train the network). Since the binarize function is
non-differentiable, the backward function is modified.
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Figure 2: Binarization of Random Vectors Approximately Preserves their Direction: The key point
of this figure is that in high dimension, the red and blue curves have almost no overlap. The blue
curves show the angle between two random vectors of dimension n whose entries are chosen uniformly from the interval [−1, 1] (we choose this distribution because the learning algorithm clips
the weights wc to be in this interval). The red curves show the angle between such a random vector
and the binarized version of that vector. We see that for low dimensions, the angle between a vector
and its binarized version has a high probability of being similar to a pair of two random vectors.
However, when we get to a moderately high dimension, we see that the red and blue curves are well
separated.
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T HEORY

In the hyperdimensional computing theory of Kanerva (2009), the key idea is that two random,
high-dimensional vectors whose entries are in the set {−1, 1} are approximately orthogonal. This
is a consequence of the central limit theorem, where the cosine angle between two random vectors
is normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation proportional to n−0.5 . Taking the
inverse cosine of these dot-products gives us angles that are close to π2 . We apply this approach of
analyzing the geometry of high-dimensional vectors to binary vectors. When we are in a moderately
high dimension, binarizing a vector changes its direction by a small amount relative to the angle
between two random vectors (Fig. 2).
This theory leads to a concrete prediction for our neural networks. Suppose that in our data or some
intermediate representation of the input that there is an informative direction, w. The weight matrices
are trying to extract out this informative direction. We hypothesize that w · x is preserved where w
is a weight matrix and x are the activations. In particular, we predict that: x · wb ≈ x · wc where
wb = bin(wc ) in our neural networks. It is worth noting that this isn’t going to be true in general,
2
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Figure 3: Binarization Preserves Dot Products: In this figure, we verify our hypothesis that binarization approximately preserves the direction of a vector in high dimension. We train a convolutional
neural network on CIFAR-10. Each figure shows a 2d histogram of the binarized weights times the
activations (horizontal axis) and the continuous weights times the activations (vertical axis). We
see that these dot products are highly correlated, verifying our theory. Note they may differ up to
a scaling constant due to the subsequent batch norm layer. The first figure (labeled as Layer 1)
corresponds to the input and the first weight matrix.

but is a consequence of the conditions set up by the learning algorithm. While we exculde this figure
due to space constraints, we also verify that a similar relationship holds for the binarization of the
activations E.g. wb · xc ≈ wb · xb where xc denotes the pre-binarized (post-batch norm) activations.
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E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we verify our predictions experimentally. We train a binary neural network on
CIFAR-10 (same as in Courbariaux* et al. (2016)). This convolutional neural network has 3 by 3
convolutional filters with numbers of channels: 128, 128, MP, 256, 256, MP, 512, 512 MP (MP is
max pool). Then two fully connected layers with 1024 units each. Each layer has a batch norm
layer in between. At each layer, the dimension of the weight vector in consideration is the patch size
(= 3 ∗ 3 = 9) times the number of channels. We see that the dot products pre and post binarization
are highly correlated (Fig. 3). We also get similar results when training a MLP on MNIST.

4

C ONCLUSION

We provide a theory and experimental verification for understanding how we can represent features
in binary neural networks. In particular, we show that the informative directions in our data and
in the intermediate representations formed by the neural network for classification purposes can be
well-approximated by binary vectors when we are in a sufficiently high dimensional space.
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